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Demon     DSP     chip   (*to be revised) 

The modem of quiton/perceptron physics

To be or not to be. Interpreting communication, navigation and language in the 3D world. The 
buzzword I definitely recommend to you is cross lateral reflexive thinking multi- 
dimensional space wise and sol-u-tion~sol-i-ton which is called the Cantillation. This very 
much enables the development of quantum
gravitation within the respected system. You 
can, indeed, gain information from off the air 
(ether) by listening to your own or others voice
intonation by cantillating by its sound
intonation. The pronunciation of the words. This 
is very similar to lower and upper harmonics
and technology also used in multi layer sound 
mapping for compression or applied by a 
philharmonic orchestra for example. You will be 
a guru of the field. Some more examples of 
solitons (also called as solitude or solitary wave, 
[Ref: http:/  /      en.wikipe  d      ia.org/wi  k      i/Sol  i      to  n      ] on
the pronunciation:

 boing ~ Boeing (not the same)
 Zoli ~ soli (as in solarium, Sun bathing)

This coding/decoding of information in the ether works also for any type of
information/media in the ether. Meaning that chemical or any kind of physical, spiritual entity 
can resonate that indeed shall be beared in mind. The intermediate stages of this process
occur in less than almost a billionth of a billionth of a billionth of a second, and are not 
observable. [Ref:  http://pdg.web.cern  .      ch/pdg  /      cpep/  e      edd.htm  l      ]

Note: Please note the torque force/events in time/space that this creates and its influence in 
practice. As per Kw in car’s engines or microwave torsional power transmission as in 
transformers, flux converters also applying Lorentz force basically. For example, if the 
assumption you think, say or do (events) was true, then something will happen, meaning
that what you have said, thought, did or happen w      as     ac  tu  al  l  y     tr  u  e     i  n  dee  d      . → So the 
equation (flux gate) dropped, got vaporized. Personal relationships, the economy and 
order must be beared in mind obviously.

 On quantum teleportation and diabolic practices:
https://www.you  tube.co  m/  wat  ch?  v=  _qmSdC7aQpY

 Lorentz force:
https://en.wikiped  ia.org/wik  i/Lor  entz_forc  e

 Full article on mesons:
http://pdg.web.cern.  ch/pdg/  cpep/e  edd.html

 Modem (modulator/demodulator):
https://en.wikipe  d      ia.org/wi  k      i/Mod  e      m  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Soliton
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Modem
http://pdg.web.cern.ch/pdg/cpep/eedd.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lorentz_force
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_qmSdC7aQpY
http://pdg.web.cern.ch/pdg/cpep/eedd.html


 Fume polarization (electro-chemistry) demonstration WMH (matter/life, plotting the wave
spectrum in 3D) waves:
http://www.you  tub  e.com/wa  tch?  v=  Jz-7Di2s4yY

• These effects (WMH) are generally referred to as fume in the 3D computer graphics world.

• Adiabatic process 
http://en.wi  k      ipedia.or  g      /wiki/Ad  i      aba  t      ic_process  

• Communication 
https://en.wikipe  d      ia.org/wi  k      i/C  o      m  mu  n      i  c      ation  

• Electromagnetic vortexes and environmental compatibility
http://www.m  e      y  l      .  e      u/  

• Quiton/perceptron physics by U.S. Army materiel command
http://www.cheniere.or  g      /tech  p      apers/qu  i      ton/in  d      ex.htm  

• The Electromagnetic fields (EMF) project of WHO
http://www.who.int/peh-  emf  /en/

Basically, what we are talking 
about is, that if we reflect
„received” and sensed 
information in a 3D space, 
then we can achieve absolute 
information content of a 
given 3D field in our 
environment around us. Why 
is this? If we mirror (negate) 
the information that we
receive in our environment 
around us, then we will have 
the absolute information 
content, that in turn can be

used to make any other decision or reply. Meaning, that the person or „processor”, modem 
in charge of receiving the information in the given 3D space is in full command of the 
information that it has received, perceived or sensed. As such, you can use this 3D 
reflective cantillation technique as an interpreter to emulate artificial intelligence basically, 
meaning, self created intelligence from an absolute knowledge set received in a given 3D field
in your environment around you.
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This interpretive technique, in turn can be used for abusal and mass manipulation as Nazi 
Babylonians did, not to mention manifestation of this skill in soap and leather lamp skin 
manufacturing from humans. [Ref: Der Spiegel magazine, October 20th 1997]  More on WMH 
(matter/life) waves (electrochemical composition of matter based on torsional resonance can
be found at:

• http://  en.wikiped  ia.org/wik  i/H-  reflex

• http://www.ve  t      m  e      d.wsu.edu/org_nws/NWSci%20  j      ournal  
%20articles/1989%20fi  les/Issue%203/v63%20p19%20Wagn  er.PDF

• https://en.wik  ipedi  a.org/wiki  /Metaph  ysi  cs

Due to your voice and presence interacts 
and being reactively active in the 3D ether
(Coulomb charge field) in which we exist. 
You can not just make your life better by 
Feng shui like order around you that will 
make these electrochemically active 
electromagnetic waves (like a battery or 
power converter) converge the way you 
want, but also actively command them. 
Ever wondered about those “abracadabra” 
magic words in cartoons and ancient sci-fi 
movies? Or talking to flowers and plants?

You can also try saying this out loud or whispering as if you were praying:

“Whorl calibration per spins, X-es, RFID per democracy.” This way, you set your own 
consciousness as well as the 3D field with which you interact and exist in. This also means, 
that you can say that you want to be “released from evil” as if you were praying indeed. So
magic words and praying does work indeed! Movies are not made up from nothing indeed 
either. Who would buy into message-less empty trash? No one!

Supplementary research notes on metaphysics and intelligence:

This document was partly prepared based on practical knowledge in the following scientific
publication:

• Quiton/perceptron physics by U.S. Army materiel command.
http  :      //ww  w  .cheniere.o  r  g      /tech  p      apers/qu  i      ton/in  d      ex.h  t      m  

There is scientific evidence that the vacuum (ether) has 
electromagnetic permeability. This means that the ether acts as
a capacitor and stores charges as well as magnetic 
components. Now, this works similar to how matter levitates in 
pure water. In radio science means, that sea of pure Coulomb 
charge acts as a flow of pure radio field as matter would float 
in pure water. As such, everything that can be differentiated
from this sea of pure Coulomb charge radio field basically acts as a magnetic component. 
These magnetic components close in under some degree that compile into 
information/transverse magnetic components basically. What matters in real life processes
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is change. Hence we are always looking for a “shift” for differentiation/derivation. This 
differentiation/derivation, then tell us what basically matters. Hence, in existence, truth is 
judged by difference eternally. Now, with this document, the reader can differentiate, and 
hence interpret these radio signal feedbacks in the ether. The author refers to such 
differentiation technique as cantillation. In ancient scientific jargon, also called the Greek of
the ether.

In electronics, this means that an electromagnetic 
field is sampled by its longitudinal and transverse 
components. By longitudinal, we mean scalar or 
numerical, meaning that there are no 
transverse/magnetic components in the examined 
electromagnetic field. This can be a room, radar 
network or a Faraday cage etc. This radio field has
flux. These magnetic components are generally 
referred to as flux in electromagnetism and radio 
engineering. Hence the Tau or RC time constant of 
this electromagnetic flux field tells the effective

difference between real/longitudinal and magnetic or noise components. Hence, you can 
also say that the ether works only 36.8% in regards to electromagnetic fields containing 
electron, proton or neutron particles. Obviously, the concern of higher degree effectiveness
and other aspects come into question as the presence of other particles, quarks, mesons are 
put into real/longitudinal numeric per magnetic/transverse noise equation too! Ultimately, the
interpretation mechanism is a “what is real”/”how to go forward” system in which 
evolutionary and guided rules apply. Hence, this becomes a question of relative numeric 
calculation of time/space echoes and interpretation.

• Electromagnetic flux 
https:  /      /en.wikipe  d      ia.o  r  g/wi  k      i/Magne  t      ic_flux  

• Electromagnetic permeability 
https:  /      /en.wikipe  d      ia.o  r  g/wi  k      i/Pe  r      m  e      abi  l      i  t      y  _%28  e      lectr  o      magn  e      tism%29  

• Tau/RC time constant 
https:  /      /en.wikipe  d      ia.o  r  g/wi  k      i/RC_  t      ime_cons  t      ant  

• Particle physics at CERN
https:/  /home.c  ern/abou  t/ph  ys  ics

People:

• Mr. Zoltan Papp: Heavy industrial automation, scalar waves, symbiosis
http://peo  p      le.fugeeo  n      line.c  o      m  /      Z  o      ltan_Pap  p      /  

• Prof. Konstantin Meyl: Scalar waves, electromagnetic environmental compatibility
http://www.m  e      y  l      .  e      u/  

• Dr. Christian Monstein: Radio astronomy 
http://www.astro.ethz.c  h      /peopl  e      /person  -      detail.  h      tml  ?      persid  =      86162  
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Related new  s article:

• This new technology could do away with animal testing 
http://fortu  n      e.com/  v      ideo/201  5      /06/24  /      this  -      new-technolo  g      y  -      could  -      do-awa  y  -      with-  
ani  m  a      l  -      testing/  

A f  ew related institutions:

• Artificial Intelligence Applications Institute at the School of Informatics, The
University of Edinburgh 
http://www.aiai.ed  .      ac.uk/  

• Department of Computer Science at The University of Oxford
https://www.cs.ox.ac.uk/

A f  ew related com  panies

• Acura Motor Corporation
http://www.acura.c  o      m  /  

• Boeing Corporation 
http://www.boeing.com/

• FCA US LLC Corporation 
http://www.  j      eep.com/  

• GoDaddy Operating Company, LLC
http://www.godadd  y.  co  m/

• Scrabble of Hasbro Corporation
http://www  .      hasbro  .com/

Keyw  ords:

Communication, modems, signals, echoes, telegrams, interpreters, DSP, filters, 
electro-chemistry, accumulators, batteries, solitons, standing wave, polarization, 
chemistry, Adiabatic processes, material composition, Spanish-flu, fusion, 
convergence, carrier waves, Voynich-code, Enigma disc based coding, metaphysics, 
energetics, resonance, Egyptian Hieroglyphs, word games, puzzles, demons, drones,
II-nd World War, Matrix movie.

Mr. Zoltan Papp (Author of pocketFIT) 
Internet:  
http://pu  b      li  c      ations.fugeeo  n      line  .      com/  
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NOTES   FOR THE VISUALLY IMPAIRED READERS

This document was prepared based on scientific publications. The best way to “approach” 
visually impaired concerns of vision/sense is the border field between the already treatable
parts of our body and parts that this document employs. Such remedial experiment of 
vision/sense is encouraged to be carried out by professional and recognized supervision.

DISCLAIMER

Please note that the above text is provided 'AS IS'. The above text's purpose is educational and 
shall not be misunderstood. The author made its best effort in the preparation of the above text 
to be a concise and informative text and to be easily understood. Copying, publishing, or 
distributing of the pocketFIT and FIT book material without expressed written explicit 
permission by the author is prohibited.

ATTRIBUTION

Copyright © 2008-2019 by Mr. Zoltan Papp. All rights reserved. Both the pocketFIT and FIT 
book publication must be attributed to Mr. Zoltan Papp under pointed copyright and 
publishing laws by the author. This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution- 
Noncommercial 2.0 Generic License. Copyright © 2008-2019 by Mr. Zoltan Papp. All rights 
reserved.

COPYRIGHT NOTICES

The Quiton/perceptron physics scientific publication is owned by the U.S. Army materiel 
command. Reference:  http://www.amc.a  r      m  y  .      mi  l      /  
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